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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a model being developed for estimating

child and adolescent formant frequency values from adult data.

The model approximates adult male and female pharyngeal and

oral cavity lengths, and scales these along the corresponding male

or female growth curve. The second and third formant frequencies

are estimated directly from these scaled vocal tract dimensions.

Two methods of establishing the first formant from the scaled

data are discussed.

Initial results obtained in the scaling of adult data to child values

suggest that age, height and gender are all significant when

estimating child formant frequency values. Furthermore,

averaging of male and female data is found to be inappropriate

since the differing growth rates of males and females imply that

vocal tract dimensions cannot be linearly related.

1. INTRODUCTION

Different voice qualities are currently being investigated in an

attempt to allow users of synthetic voices to change the way they

are perceived by others. Gender and emotion are two of the key

areas where improvements are being made. The need for better

quality female voices being long since established. For rule-based

systems, it is generally accepted that a natural adult female voice

quality cannot be created by simply scaling rules developed for

synthesising adult male voices [1]. Similar restrictions apply if

child / adolescent voices are to be created.

Past research has shown that certain vocal tract dimensions are

similar when height, weight and age are controlled, but the

subjects should also be considered in terms of their gender-

related development patterns. For example, the rates of growth

are noticeably different for males and females, and those

differences are themselves different for different ages (figure 1).

Consequently, within sample-sets, similarities in vocal tract

dimensions may be observable in averaged data, where gender-

dependent data may be markedly different. This may lead to

difficulties when using such data to create synthetic voices, since

the averaged formant frequencies may be raised or lowered in

favour of the dominant gender over a specific age range. This is

further complicated by the differing growth rates within each

gender, which can be estimated by considering a subjects height

for a given age.

Previous researchers have examined formant scaling relationships

between male/female, male/child, and female/child data [3]

employing techniques such as k-factor analysis. Stronger links

have been established between the female/child vocal tract

relationship when compared to the male/female and male/child

relationships. This may imply a more uniform scaling between

child and female vocal tract dimensions, but the authors also

acknowledge various factors which could influence the data used

within the respective analyses.

Vowel quality, and thus formant height may be influenced by

dialect in non-homogeneous sample-sets, while variability in

anatomical structure may also be influential. Further, if studies

are even restricted to single child/adult subjects, one must also

assume that articulatory behaviour (for example, the degree of lip

rounding) between the two subjects is the same, or at least not

significantly influential. By estimating the development of the

vocal tract, and by encompassing the predictions of vocal tract

theory [3], it may be possible to estimate child/adolescent formant

frequency values from adult data, while eliminating the influence

of inter-speaker variability. This is the basis of the exponential-

quadratic model proposed here.

2. THE PROPOSED MODEL

The purpose of this model is to estimate formant values for

child/adolescent ages from adult data. In basic form, the

approximations to pharyngeal cavity length (PL=35300/2F2) and
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Figure 1. Typical growth curves for males and females over the

development years [2].







However, if we extrapolate the data obtained here towards a

younger age than the 2 year minimum of the model, then the

formants would compare in value to those observed by Kent and

Murray [6] for infant vocalisations (F1=1KHz, F2 = 3KHz, F3 =

5KHz). In this case the pharyngeal cavity would be responsible

for the F3 formant, as opposed to F2. This transposition of the F2

and F3 parameters can be attributed to the difference in growth of

the pharyngeal cavity and the oral cavity during the development

period. the point at which this transposition occurs also appears

to be dependant upon gender, and vowel - as well as age.

As a further test, the vowel data extracted for the first three

formants has been used within the rule system of a formant

synthesiser (OVE III). The vowels above were scaled from the

adult male values of speaker FA to the ages of 16, 12, 10, 6, and

4 years. This encompasses ages during and before puberty, as

well as child formant values. The formant frequency values were

implemented within the definition file, and for improved

naturalness, the fundamental frequency values were scaled to an

appropriate value (estimated from a plot of F0 against age [7]).

For the case of where the F2 value was estimated to be greater

than the F3 value, the F3 and F2 positions were transposed in the

definition file.

Perceptually, the results of these initial trials of the scaling model

were quite convincing, although more in-depth testing is still

required. The second F1 model produced more convincing vowel

sounds at the younger ages, while little difference could be

observed for the 12 and 16 year old voices. Problems were found

relating to the default bandwidth of the first formant at the two

youngest ages scaled, but the vowel was still audible.

To test whether the vowel space was determined in the scaling by

the F3 and F1 parameter for the youngest ages, the F2 and F3

parameters were transposed for the vowel /eh/. However, it was

found that the higher formant value was out of the range of the

permitted values for the synthesiser in the F2 position. Thus the

second strategy just employed removing this value completely,

and observing the results. In this case, the vowel quality appeared

to have altered, moving more towards shwa, indicating a greater

degree of backness.

In conclusion, the model seems to work well, although much

more testing is required. Also, the female voice quality needs to

be improved before this is scaled and tested. It is known that

errors are inherent within the model in particular referring to the

assumption of a one to one growth relationship between the upper

body and lower limbs. The assumption of a slight but continual

head growth is also incorrect, since the head attains full adult size

by approximately 12 years of age. However, these effects will be

judged more clearly as improvements are made.

The results here, however, do show distinct differences between

male and female formant values during the development period.

A greater understanding of the relationship between adult and

child speech may therefore be achieved if child data is treated in

a similar manner to adult data, and is separated by gender.
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Figure 4. Scaled formant parameters of the vowel /e/ for

speakers FA and FC.


